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Abstract
Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.
                                                      Ludwig Wittgenstein
My writing is inluenced by the concept of Montage.
It has bits of readings, thoughts, memories. Everything is carefully picked and 
curated to inform the viewer of the ideas behind the work.
This book is aming to explain the context of the time and space I was born and 
raised. 
The nineties in Russia were an extremely dynamic space. The flow of information, 
ideas, cultural events were enormous. Everything coexisted. the real democracy 
and freedom, as now it would be described.
It was a dark time, full of hope and expectations.
Unfortunatelly forthe reader, this text is not that sophisticated as Virginia Woolf’s 
writings and not as sharp as Victor Pelevin.
5
Osiris married his sister Isida. Set, his brother, killed Osiris and cut his body in 14 
pieces. Isida found them all, and stitched them together. Gor, Osiris’s son, gave 
him his own eye to help resurrect him. Gor had a Falcon’s head.
Pharmacy:
-Sedalgin, Arbidol, Kodelac, Needles.
-Cough syrup and Baralgin Please.
Moon Prism Power Make up! [1]
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The Drevlians murdered Igor. He was “captured by them, tied to tree trunks, and 
torn in two.” [2]
The Drevlians sent ambassadors on a boat to Kiev to deliver a message to Olga. 
She had to marry their prince Mal. 
She invited the delegation into city, promising a feast. The boat with the Drevlians 
was brought as palankin to her court and dropped into a trench. Olga was watching 
them buried alive.
The second delegation with the best warriors from the Drevlians was burnt in a 
bathing house.
The third delegation had a feast with Olga. When all the Drevlians got drunk, she 
ordered her soldiers to kill them.
She burnt the city Iskorosten, where her husband Igor was murdered and returned 
to Kiev as regent with honor.
Olga was the first Orthodox Christian in Russia.
Game:
1 person is Panochka the Dead
3 to 6 persons are Devils.
Ritual begins.
Panochka lies down on her back. She is dead. She must repeat the mantra: “light-
er than feather”.
Devils surround her, put two fingers (using two hands)  under her body. Each says 
loudly several times:
“ Panochka died. Devils are burying her. One Devil did not come.”
“ Panochka pomerla. Cherti ee kchoronyat. Odin chert ne prishel”
Lift the body above.
She was brought from Spain. Her long, blond hair and shiny, polyester ballerina 
dress were symbols of the Western Wealth. 
The first, the best, the most glamourous in the neighborhood.
She was brought by woman who looked like a model and who was extremely kind, 
fashionable, and had an aura of something attractively foreign and so charming. 
People called her Intergirl. [3]
There are Blue Gods with many hands in India. 
There are Women Gods who cut the  heads of of men in India.
They all dance and sing. 
Gimmi gimmi Acha Acha [4]
Kolobok was dumb and round. 
He escaped from family and friends.
She sweet talked him and backed to eat for lunch. 
He did not survive.
She was a fox. [5]
Dead bull is a cow.
The game:
Winter-coat season. Market. People busy buying stuff. Find an interesting texture 
of one of the coats. Imagine the feeling from only seeing. Touch it secretly. Com-
bine the imagined and the touched. 
Every winter she turned into a boy. No one could see her hair in the snow.
Everyone who sees Snow Lady will die. But she has the eyes of mercy. [6]
When buying jeans make sure you are getting a whole garment, not just a front 
or back panel. [7]
She was covered in black, only her eyes are seen. And only by the eyes everyone 
knew she was beautiful.
When She shakes her hips, gold mesh repeats the move.
When She shakes her hair, all watching eyes repeat its trajectory.
When She shakes her breasts, diamond sparkles repeat the movement.
She is in forbidden love. But he is a Clone. [8]
Cronus ate his children alive out of fear. But his son Zeus convinced him to vomit 
them back.
Dionis was drinking and befriended Favnes, as they are known for a good com-
pany.
Aphrodita lost her shoe, and the Orchid was born.
Odyssey had to block his ears with hot wax to survive well-known singers called 
Sirens.
The light of the Sun comes from the East.
Democracy comes from the West.
Game:
Draw the circle on the ground. Diameter, one yard. Draw the line inside the circle, 
divide it in two halves. Get inside your part.
Take pocket knife. Blade down. Take a breath. Throw the knife down.
If it falls on side - pass the knife to the opponent.
If knife stays in the ground - draw your new border, taking land from your oppo-
nent.
If the knife lands in the foot - do not tell mama. 
They were equal, and she left him and the Paradise.
She gave a birth to a thousand demons instead.
Her name was Lilith.
Selling Gold is the dream job.
You’re constantly surrounded by gold. 
You look and touch it.
You sell it. You buy more to sell.
The shop is the epicenter of power, beauty, and possibility.
His eyes are blue, blond hair. Jeans and striped shirt.
-What’s wrong God damn?
Scream. Fight. He chokes her. She is three times taller than him. He bites her 
neck.
Boy watches her suffering. He is paralyzed by fear.
Blue eyes are blocked in fireplace. Possessively screams and shakes the metal 
mesh screen.
Boy crabs matches and fires him.
-Andy no.. please, we are friends to the end... Remember?
-This is the end… Chucky [9]
These are some phrases to consider: peter out, burned out, irked, fatigued, pros-
trate, haggard, enervate. And the most important of all: seven-months-to-go.
13,5. Repeat. 13,5. Repeat. 13,5. Repeat. Boring.
Providence is boring. Repeat is boring.
This loom is «very Providence».
13,5. Repeat.
Repeat means you’ll see the same thing so often. Too often. Or maybe you have 
to be in love with the repeated one to be able to bear with it. Or maybe you have 
to be in love with the harmony of routine. Of the routine of the repeat. In love with 
idea of sameness over and over.
Spring: two-months-to-go.
Seeing the same things too often. Whatever is repeated becomes too much to 
handle. 
Either you are so in love with what is repeated, to enjoy the replay, waiting for it 
again and again or you do not know anything outside of it.
Boared
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Dullness
I leave the house with a list of places I don’t want to go.
The places people call cute here are not cute at all. They just look dull, like their 
owners gave up on their lives and are trying to consume others into their dullness.
There are two areas which look like they had money 60 years ago.
One place looks like a failed attempt at being a modern be city.
Three streets have some life on them.
Maybe i’m not passing through very strict face control into desirable «funclub». Or 
maybe there is just no entrance in here.
Dullness reproduces dullness. In color wheel it has name: Gray. No red, blue or 
yellow. In Gray nothing matters.
 
Dullness can be identified only  when you know highs and the lows. 
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Annoing
There is an annoying art object in the library, which I am walking by almost every-
day. There is no way to escape it.
This moments I feel like a cat going away from everything irritating.
This is a dried, weirdly-sized  orange peel  pretending to be a triangle tile that  just 
rapes my eyes everytime I have to pass by it.
The combination of color and its distribution just drives me crazy. 
Like I am seeing the sound of a dry marker which is forced to write
41
Getting excited when I see something that catches my eye. Here it is especially 
keen.
All senses are in an extreme mode. The input is so strong, becoming one with what 
is seen for a moment, experiencing an exchange of data, layers, the something.
Getting excited. The whole body becomes elevated by sensory input. The input 
becomes a vibration. It creeps into the whole body. The mind concentrates and 
dissolves at the same time. Impulses go crazy. The moment of action rises, but 
nothing necessarily happens. 
Getting excited. The stomach contracts. The throat is dry. The concentration levels 
drop to the lowest point and fly  to the top. The body might forget to breathe.
Such a tension. Plastic- non-plastic. It gives me such frustration.
Such a tender light. Such a fragile motion of colour. Supple. Effete.
This visual is so physical.
Getting excited
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Dark. Intense.
Yes, the sound of these two words make intrigued. 
Dark as hidden, secret, almost sacral. To see in darkness, the eye has to get used 
to it. How many things can I imagine in the darkness, what phantasmagories can 
happen? 
It is a deep dive. Isn’t it priceless to be able to make things out of your previously 
unfixed experiences into something new, already mixed, collaged and ready-to-go.
Intensity is the key. It has to be intense. Energetic. Powerful. Unrelenting and vi-
olent in some sort way. Healing. Catching. Satisfying. Teasing. Promising and not 
yet giving it all away. The utmost. Giving adventure. 
45
It gives off energy. 
It evokes strong feelings of desire. Of wanting to be in contact with the object. 
Observing it to become a part of it. Observation of each other. The observed and 
the observer.
By the reflections in it, I know something sophisticated is going on in an alternative 
reality, something that is not in my life right now: wild fun, style as Bukowski would 
describe it, a vibing, flirty atmosphere, sophistication in its full spectrum.
Print by Samuel Burgess-Johnson: Wayward 
[10]
Taste
Taste is judgment. This is a summary of knowledge applied towards the subject.
Taste has been historically considered as the lowest of the senses. Taste can be 
thought of as the least productive sense, or as the most wasteful and excessive 
sense. Furthermore, Taste is the most destructive sense, as it consumes and de-
pletes its object, not purely for the upkeep of the body or system but for the pure 
enjoyment and pleasure of its object. Taste as such, is the most luxurious of the 
sense.*
 Nicolas Sarian 
Taste appears from the beginning as a “knowledge that does not know, but enjoys” 
and as a “pleasure that knows”.
 Giorgio Agamben  [11]
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Taste is precisely such a missing (or excessive) sense that can only be described 
through metaphor. It is a properly anti-metaphysical sense that permits what is, 
by definition, impossible; the knowledge of sensible appearances ( of the beauti-
ful as “ that which is the most apparent”) as true and the perception of the truth as 
appearance and pleasure”.
 Giorgio Agamben [12]
Only such a pleasure, in which pleasure and knowledge are united, could attain 
to the ideal of wisdom\sapienzale\ and thus taste that an Indian poetic trea-
tise,The Mirror of Composition (Sahitya-darpana), has fixed in the concept of 
‘flavour’ [sapore\ {rasa)\]
Arising from a luminous principle, indivisible,
resplendent in itself-evidence, made of joy
and thought together, free of contact with any
other perceptions, twin to the savouring of the
brahman, living on the breath of supernatural
marvel, such is the Flavour that those who have
the means of judgement enjoy as the proper
form of self, inseparably.
 Giorgio Agamben [13]
Style is the answer to everything.
A fresh way to approach a dull or dangerous thing
To do a dull thing with style is preferable to doing a dangerous thing without it
To do a dangerous thing with style is what I call art
Bullfighting can be an art
Boxing can be an art
Loving can be an art
Opening a can of sardines can be an art
Not many have style
Not many can keep style
I have seen dogs with more style than men,
although not many dogs have style.
Cats have it with abundance.
When Hemingway put his brains to the wall with a shotgun,
that was style.
Or sometimes people give you style
Joan of Arc had style
John the Baptist
Jesus
Socrates
Caesar
García Lorca.
I have met men in jail with style.
I have met more men in jail with style than men out of jail.
Style is the difference, a way of doing, a way of being done.
Six herons standing quietly in a pool of water,
or you, naked, walking out of the bathroom without seeing me.”
Charles Bukowski [14]
On dangerous beauty
Dangerous beauty is something close to falling. but still attractive.
The experience of dangerous beauty is close to death. Or a micro death itself.
When you allow yourself to dive in, you die for a moment. And are reborn in the 
next moment. 
From Nishida I learned that the difference between beauty and religion is time. The 
time a person experiences death in beauty is just a moment. In religion it is infinite.
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O-ren Ishii cuts off the head of a disrespectful yakuza. The moment of her very con-
trolled anger is beautiful. Quiet, unexpected, well thought-out visually. The voice is 
another layer of pleasure on top of it.
As your leader, I encourage you from time to time
And always in respectful manner, to question my logic
If you’re unconvinced that a particular plan of action
I’ve decided, is the wisest; tell me so!
But allow me to convince you and I promise you right here and now
No subject will ever be taboo
Except, of course, the subject that was just under discussion
The price you pay for bringing up either my Chinese or American
Heritage as a negative is I collect your fucking head!
Just like this fucker here
Now, if any of you sons of bitches, got anything else to say
Now’s the fucking time [15]
The Oriental transvestite does not copy Woman but signifies her: not bogged down 
in the model, but detached from its signified; Femininity is present to read, not to 
see: translation, not transgression; the sign shifts from the great female role to 
the fifty-year-old paterfamilias: he is the same man, but where does the metaphor 
begin?
 Roland Barthes [16]
It is difficult to give in words an adequate notion of the extraordinary effect of this 
procession. The costly and gorgeous clothes of the yujo, silks of marvelous rich-
ness, and brocades blazing with scarlet and gold; the exaggerated bow of her obi 
tied in front... the pyramidal coiffure, the face as white as snow, the eyelashes 
black, the lips vermillion, and even the toenails stained pink; the men-servants 
respectfully holding the tips of her fingers on each side and giving as much heed to 
every step as an acolyte might give to an aged Pope, her several woman-servants 
walking solemnly behind; a footman pushing back the crowd and another removing 
every twig or dead leaf from her path; her slow and painful hachimonji; her stony 
gaze straight before her, half contemptuous and half timid; the dense and silent 
crowd.
 David Bell [17]
The courtesan in procession was not a normal human being: she was a figure on 
the stage of the Yoshiwara and had to maintain her composure throughout. She 
ignored all acquaintances, friends, and lovers. Addressed, she did not respond and 
kept her eyes straight ahead. At most she might smile slightly or nod.
 David Bell [18]
Iki tension developed between attraction to this alluring display and the disinterest-
ed detachment.
The oiran dochu set the scene for a playful arrangement of attraction and resis-
tance through the tensional relation of desire on the one han, and the disengaged 
detachment of oiran countenance on the other.
Elegant disposition, light good grace or gravitas, and resigned sadness were inevi-
table reflections of powerless yujo life in the «the hard and heartless floating world» 
of the brothel quarters.
 David Bell [19]
The tensional relations of floating-world habits- between elegant, restrained de-
tachment and sexual gratification; between chonin or clumsy yabo and urban, styl-
ish, articulate daitsu taste- were all described as everyday actualities in the theatre, 
popular literature, brothel quarter, and pictorial arts in forms that audiences could 
accept as valid reflections or real-world experiences.
 David Bell [20]
“Living just for the moment, focusing on the pleasure given by the moon, the snow, 
cherry blossoms, maple leaves; singing songs, drinking wine.. Floating like a gourd 
that drifts along with the river; this is what we call ukiyo.”
 Asai Ryoi [21]
Seeing comes before words... We only see what we look at. To look is an act of 
choice. 
 John Berger [22]
She is not naked as she is.
She is naked as the spectator sees her.
John Berger [23]
Seeing
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Nakedness is not customary but rather an assumed state, common to all but 
natural to none, except on significantly market occasions. These may be ritual, 
theatrical, or domestic, but they are always special, no matter how frequent.
 Anne Hollander [24]
The idealisation of the state of nakedness seems to take two forms. One respects 
the body as essentially innocent when unadorned, like an animal’s, and thus 
beautiful in its purity. The other conceives of the undressed human form as a kind 
of divine artistic achievement and therefore pure in its beauty.
 Anna Hollander [25]
Nakedness, of course, has it’s owns fierce effect of making their inferred nude 
bodies seem more, not less, desirable.
 Anne Hollander [26]
Bright Raspberry Pink in a darker side slowly slithers into cool Lavender, until it 
becomes off-violet.
From there it rolls into Medium Bright Blue. Then goes back to Hot Pink through 
same metamorphoses on fast speed.
Sun Yellow becomes Lemon Yellow, turns greenish before its transformation into 
cold violet through grey and bright, cold pink. 
It turns into concentrated Hot Pink with Orange Crisp.
It brings you up and throw down. It gives you a slap to wake up. Or it might not.
Yellow again: overflowing into shady Olive Green for a second. Light Cold Pink, 
almost white, sparkles, overrun by Naughty Blue. Jade. 
Blue Sky through black sunglasses. Grey. Yellow overflows into gentle, pale Laven-
der and finally turns into bright Blue.
Pleats Please Matsuo Katsui Print for Issey Miyake.
Pleat me please in your pleats.
[27]
 A great man is not only aloof from external matters but is also completely divorced 
from any thought of self-interest, reaches the point where everything in life gives a 
sense of beauty... . Therefore, if you want to obtain an authentic sense of beauty, 
you must confront things in the state of pure muga. 
 Nishida [28]
“The attempt to actualize the aesthetic ideal in the human form has inspired the 
poetic fondness and artistic specialisation in bijin”
 The philosophical Foundation of Literature [29]
“Beauty in the real of art is different from beauty in its ordinary sense; it is different 
from the beauty you find in just any object… Does not the french aesthetical Viron 
say: “From the beginning, the beauty of art and the beauty of nature have always 
been completely different, and we should not mix the two.”
 Tsubouchi Shoyo [30]
“Bijin… is born in the moment she herself believes she is a beauty and others be-
lieve the myth “ that woman is a beauty”; she is a woman enveloped in the fantasy 
created by the relation of the inside to the outside.”
Talent activated through “will of the person herself”. Cannot called beauty unless 
the one is aware of her own beauty.
 Ito Sei [31]
Control
Selecting the right pen is a multilayered and complicated process.
The pen has to be very simple on the outside, without bad-taste additional elements 
and colors. 
It must be hard for pen designers to hold themselves in the moment of creatio of  an 
ugly disturbing pen.
I go to the shop through all the hellos and his, responding to them, to the right stand, 
collecting unnecessary information on my way. 
There are a lot of pens, not too many though.
The ink colour… ugh. First, there are too many boring or ridiculous types of ink. 
Especially blue inks.
I see on a piece of test paper that someone was trying out a blue pen before me. 
It was not the -classical blue that you would find anywhere. It was a type of electric 
blue, not so dark that you cannot see the tint, not too off-blue, not a bland blue. 
It is perfectly balanced between dark and medium blue, between bright and flashy 
and childish,an eye-catching blue that keeps you looking at it, knowing this is the 
pen -- oh, what is this pen!
My immediate response is to find THAT pen, the pen that made that mark on the 
test paper. I try all the pens in the stand in the shop. More than once. I gave them 
time to dry. No pen matched. 
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     Lost in translation.
Language and meaning
How do I translate the concept of something, our of its space, to another space with 
its own rules and layered experiences? Why would someone want to learn some-
thing alien.
Maybe only if it is not enough space filled around. 
The nature of language is to create a labyrinth of meanings and misreadings, mis-
understandings. Language does not necessarily connect, but often it disconnects. 
One person has her own  references to certain words, and another person r might 
not share the same meanings.
 “ in general, the understanding of a foreign culture occurs most often through paint-
ing and art objects rather than through literature, with its barrier of language.”
Eto Jun [32]
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Let us begin by asking what general relationship language has to an ethnic group.2 
What relationship binds the meaning in language and its being of an ethnic group? 
The question of whether the meaning of a cultural phenomenon is captured cannot 
by any means make useless the question of whether meaning exists. On the con-
trary, we venture to say that the question of being is often more fundamental. We 
must therefore start with the concrete givenus.What is given directly is ‘‘ourselves’’ 
and the ‘‘ethnic group,’’ a collection of ourselves. When a mode of being of an 
ethnic group is central to that ethnic group, it reveals itself as a ‘‘meaning,’’ which 
is made accessible through ‘‘language.’’ For that reason, a meaning or a language 
represents none other than the manifestation of an ethnic group’s past and present 
modes of being and, hence, is self-revealing of a particular historical culture.Thus 
the relationship between meaning and language, on the one hand, and the being of 
an ethnic group’s consciousness, on the other, is not that the former come together 
to constitute the latter but that the ‘‘being’’ of an ethnic group, supported by expe-
rience, creates meaning and language. The relation between these two structures 
is not a mechanical one, in which parts take precedence over the whole, but an 
organic one, in which the whole determines its parts. For this reason, a particular 
meaning or language of a particular ethnic group cannot help but manifest its spe-
cific colorings of the experience of that ethnic group, as the expression of the being 
of that group.
 Kuki Shuzo [33]
The fiber produced by the warm inn order to cover itself to further transformation.
In its cocoon it is supposed to be safe. Before it is boiled alive. 
The Christian representation of Hell.
While the living worn is in the stage of transformation into a moth, it is transformed 
into yarn.
Death is transformation.
Cultivate it. Trap it. Wait. Collect. Boil. Spin it.
Follow the trade path of silk, an object of desire. Desire it, as someone’s life was 
sacrificed to make it. Enjoy the labor you are wearing. Wear it proudly. 
Silk. Metamorphosis.
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When red goes into Dark Emerald
When pale cold pink meets October Red
When pure Red Violet meets Mint to Fresh Green Tea
When Gray tries to mute and gives a moment to slow down--
But falling into Burgundy through a second of Naked Red is not easy. 
Find yourself in a cup of Mint Tea and dive into the darkness of Emerald Blue.
On Luxury
Luxury is a tribute to the Gods. The best of the best would be offered to please the 
Gods. They are sacral and infinite. They might terrify and destroy. They might ele-
vate, give all that is needed.
The bridge between the Gods and Human in the material world is a very unique or 
the highest quality item. In order to produce it, people  either spend money to paying 
for it, or time to produce it. Time is money. The higher the price, the  closer we get 
to the Gods.
If Fukuyama (1996) is right, since the collapse of communism, there are no more 
ideologies–—at least none that promise paradise on earth. Only consumption re-
mains, and in its highest form: through highly hedonistic luxury goods that embody 
both creativity and heritage, and impart quality craftsmanship, symbolism, glamour, 
and transgression (through excess price).
...By sacrificing an important part of her salary to purchase a luxury bag, the Tokyo 
administrative assistant creates the object’s sacredness; indeed, the etymology of 
‘sacrifice’ is to make sacred.
 Jean-Noel Kapferer [34]
The spectator buyer is meant to envy herself as she will become if she buys the 
product. She is ment to imagine herself transformed by the product into an object 
of envy for others, an envy which will then justify her loving herself... The publicity 
image steals her love of herself as she is, and  offers it back to her for the price of 
the product. 
 John Berger [35]
Capitalism survives by forcing the majority, whom it exploits, to define their own 
interests as narrowly as possible. This was once achieved by extensive deprivation.
Today in the developed countries it is being achieved by imposing a false standard 
of what is and what is not desirable
 John Berger [36]
Luxury was first found in religious temples, churches, pagodas, Egyptian pyramidal 
tombs, and so forth, in the form of tributes to god(s) and attempts to buy mercy 
through the sacrifice of wealth. Later, luxury became a signal of rank in aristocratic 
societies (Podolny, 2008)
 Jean-Noel Kapferer [37]
Here are a few examples, some of which have been called the anti-laws of market-
ing (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009):
-Do not delocalize production: Luxury is the ambassador of the local culture and 
refined art de vivre.
- Do not advertise to sell: Luxury communicates to build the dream and to recreate 
it. This is not measured by short-term sales increases because, unlike fast-moving 
consumer goods, possessing a luxury good dilutes the excitement one had before 
the purchase was made.
-Communicate to non-targets: Part of the value of owning a luxury good is the 
quality craftsmanship of the product, but another necessary part is recognition by 
non-owners. This is why Aston Martin, although a very small brand, used product
placements in the blockbuster James Bond movies; that is, so everyone in the 
streets could recognize one, thus endowing the driver with admiration.
-Maintain full control of the value chain: From ingredient sourcing to the retail expe-
rience, lux ury quality can only be delivered if the brand has 100% control.
-Maintain full control of distribution: Distribution is where one-on-one service and 
interaction should take place. The experience must be exclusive.
-Never issue licenses: Licensing necessitates loss of control and increases the 
risk of consumers having a bad experience. -Luxury promises exceptional quality 
and an exceptional experience, but licensors must be profitable even after paying 
important licensing fees. This can only be achieved by reducing the quality of the 
products themselves or of the distribution. This is why between 1998 and 2008 
Ralph Lauren retail sales from licensing decreased from 60% to 35%. The U.S. 
fashion brand bought back many of its licenses worldwide.
-Always increase the average price: Since the middle class gets richer, to remain 
its dream, the luxury brand should never trade down nor cut its prices. If it does 
create some accessible lines, this must be done on a limited scale and must be 
counterbalanced by systematic trading- up. For example, when managed by Ford, 
all new Jaguar models were designed to make the brand more accessible. The 
brand never created its own ‘S Class’ like Mercedes did.
-Develop direct one-on-one relationships with clients: Luxury means treating all 
clients as VIPs. This necessitates direct, personalized, one-on- one interactions, 
ideally in exclusive stores that represent the dream in 3D. 
 Jean-Noel Kapferer [38]
“Jewels must not only be beautiful and dazzling (which would make the substitu-
tion of imitations possible): one sacrifices a fortune, preferring a diamond necklace; 
such a sacrifice is necessary for the constitution of this necklace’s fascinating char-
acter. This fact must be seen in relation to the symbolic value of jewels, universal 
in psychoanalysis. When in a dream a diamond signifies excrement, it is not only a 
question of association by contrast; in the unconscious, jewels, like excrement, are 
cursed matter that flows from a wound: they are a part of oneself destined for open 
sacrifice (they serve, in fact, as sumptuous gifts charged with sexual love). The 
functional character of jewels their immense material value and alone explains the 
inconsequence of the most beautiful imitations, which are very nearly useless.”
 Georges Bataille [39]
“One might even say that potlatch is the specific manifestation, the meaningful 
form of luxury. Beyond the archaic forms, luxury has actually retained the function-
al value of potlatch, creative of rank. Luxury still determines the rank of the one 
who displays it, and there is no exalted rank that does not require a display.”
 Georges Bataille [40]
“Rank is entirely the effect of this crooked will. In a sense, rank is the opposite of a 
thing: what founds it is sacred, and the general ordering of ranks is given the name 
of hierarchy. It is the stubborn determination to treat as a disposable and usable 
thing that whose essence is sacred, that which is completely removed from the 
profane utilitarian sphere, where the hand – unscrupulously and for servile ends- 
raises the hammer and nails the timber. But ambiguity encumbers the profane 
operation just as it empties desire’s vehemence of its meaning and changes it into 
an apparent comedy.”
  Georges Bataille [41]
Sovereign life is that which truly enjoys the products of this world beyond need. 
Sovereign is he who lives beyond utility. Such life is wrested from the everyday-
ness of the profane. Such life, in the manner in which it can assimilate its ultimate 
peril, danger, loss, and sacrifice, is ultimately a life of luxury.
 Nicolas Sarian
“Conversely, we may call sovereign the enjoyment of possibilities that utility doesn’t 
justify (utility being that whose end is productive activity). Life beyond utility is the 
domain of sovereignty.”
 Georges Bataille [42]
Work
Wake up. 
Shot of dark intense. The smell is rich.
Wake up.
Another shot. 
Move to studio.
Another shot.
Work.
Shot.
Work.
Shot.
Work.
Shot.
Sleep.
Days are endless. Isn’t it Groudhog Day today?
Shot.
Another Shot. 
Black as my slepless nigts.
Wake up.
Move.
Work.
Shot.
Gregor Samsa also worked in textiles. And he had his reasons to transform into 
insect.
Shot.
Work.
Slep.
And I have all reasons to transform into Civet Cat.
Shot.
Sleep.
Wake up.
Work.
Civet coffee.
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“ First of all, which we are? Are we those who do or don’t understand art?”
 Natsume Soseki [43]
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